Bankruptcy Communications
Preparedness Checklist
While only 20 U.S. companies with over $100 million in assets filed Chapter
11 in the first six months of 2022, the lowest midyear total since 2014,
according to data release by Cornerstone Research in September 2022 –
there is evidence that the pace of filings will increase because of higher
interest rates, continued inflation, margin erosion and a possible global
recession.
No company wants to enter bankruptcy … but sometimes it becomes the
only solution in tough economic times.
Are your clients prepared for the reputation damage of Chapter 11?
Have they thought through and planned for necessary public responses and
messaging needed not only for investors, lenders and regulators … but also
employees, unions, customers, regulators, suppliers, vendors, media and
impact from social?
Before any crisis occurs, a company must have a communications plan in
place. This is also true when preparing for bankruptcy.
The big difference today is the online world’s breath, depth, magnitude and
speed of news and commentary.
In the face of such Black Swan events, last year’s thinking and planning is
ineffective – or worse. Those managements ill-prepared will suffer more
than 15-minutes of shame.
The goal of a bankruptcy communications plan is to minimize reputation
damage to the company and its brands … and provide timely, substantive
information and messages about management actions regarding the issue.
And importantly, following the announcement, allow management to focus
on running the business and not the crisis.
Following is a Bankruptcy Communications Preparedness Checklist:
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Basics for developing a bankruptcy communications plan
Ø Conduct in-depth research and SWOT analysis of company public profile
and current sentiment. This will serve as the foundation for communications
in support of the filing and ongoing strategic plan for the business
Ø Appoint Chapter 11 response team
Ø Identify announcement objectives, strategies
Ø Draft key messages per rationale
Ø Draft overall fact sheet
Ø Identify primary critical audiences -- investors, lenders and regulators,
employees and unions, customers, suppliers, vendors and media
Ø Identify secondary critical audiences –partners, community and industry
leaders, VIPs
Ø Determine and train spokespeople to timely address questions from each
constituent group, all of which will have different concerns
Ø Meet regularly to formally exchange experiences and make necessary plan
adjustments
Develop detailed announcement rollout plan with dates and times
Ø Set events sequence with timeline
Ø Draft news release announcing Chapter 11, as well as standby media
statement, and additional obvious questions and answers
Ø Write and set distribution of media policy to all employees
Ø Develop obvious questions and answers for each constituent group, which
will have different concerns about the issue
Ø Set distribution of announcement with messages for different constituents
Ø Schedule investor conference call, follow up timetable for key individual
calls or meetings
Ø Write employee communications, and schedule town halls to retain and
continue to attract critical employees
Ø Coordinate posting of announcement on website and company social media
Ø Write and distribute standby statement for call center, switchboard or
general employee contact
Ø Coordinate higher levels of security at all facilities, domestic or international
Ø Have team monitor all commentary and news coverage in traditional and
social media and be trained in advance and be prepared to respond where
necessary
Ø Develop contingency plans as necessary
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Time is not on your side.
Preparation is the key for any company especially when you realize that you
only have a short window following the bankruptcy announcement before it
all goes viral – with or without your commentary or positioning.
Outlined in Richard Torrenzano’ s co-authored book, Digital Assassination:
Protecting your Reputation, Brand or Business Against Online Attacks ... he
first cited and explained eight hours as “One Digital Day.”
It was a central truth at that time, that business leaders have yet to
embrace the warp speed of online commentary and media.
That concept stands and is even more important today as speed has
dramatically accelerated. It is now a “two-hour digital day.”
When commentary compounds in the public arena regarding a bankruptcy –
you only have two or three hours for an initial response, as posts turn viral
in today’s instant, mobile environment. That’s why a bankruptcy
communications plan is so necessary.
For more information or to speak with us bankruptcy communications or
other reputation management or high-stakes issues contact:
Tel: 212.681.1700 Ext. 132
Email: droche@torrenzano.com
www.torrenzano.com

The Torrenzano Group helps organizations take control of how they
are perceived™.
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